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and the suitability of the line and style of the garment for her.
A pupil's standards of sewing are improved as she evaluates
her own work by the models at hand and by goals the group
has set up. For example, certain seams and finishes are com-
mon to all the garments and are standard, but each group will
determine steps in the construction of their garments and
what kinds of seams and finishes are best for them. Instruc-
tions for sewing which accompany patterns are helpful, but
are incomplete for children or beginners.
The making of a garment shows again that evaluation of
experience is a continuous process as each step is built upon a
previous one according to the partially completed design.
Devices for evaluating the excellence of sewing processes are
available.3 The ones which mean the most to the pupils,
however, are those which they help make because, in setting
up items to be evaluated, they recognize what is or has been
important or difficult for them. Through self -evaluation the
pupils' knowledge is challenged and their understanding is re-
vealed. If a preliminary test has been used, a companion
follow-up test will help to show each pupil what improve-
ment she has made during the period.
By making articles such as a blouse, a simple dress, or a
skirt, a girl learns to look at a problem in its entirety and break
it into its component parts. She analyzes each step in the
planning and construction and learns to master details. She
learns to interpret the printed word— for many reference
books and commercial patterns present definite instructions
for making clothes—and to express her understanding in tangi-
ble form. By judging the effect of the new garment as it is
worn with her other clothes, the pupil gains some apprecia-
tion of the effect of its color and line, and of the whole en-
semble in relation to her figure and personality.
A more i&unded knowledge of construction and sewing is
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